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Using Spectrum Weapons on the populace is easy to hide when the "Support
Groups" help wheel‐spin the disclosure to oblivion | The fallout is
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Yesterday I published this article at my website, one which no doubt will ruffle a lot of
feathers and has already:

The Hidden Hand: How NSA, CIA, DHS, and FBI Collude to Keep Victims of their Top Secret
﴾Yet Well Known﴿ Extremely Inhumane Neuro/DEW Experimentation and Operation Crimes
﴾under Cover of Surveillance, Community Policing, Counter Terrorism﴿ Unheard, Unseen, and
Powerless for Decades‐‐Installed Support Orgs and Groups, Installed Intel Plants
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It’s all about how the interactions and actions of those purporting to be human rights
advocates and running support groups and organizations to supposedly reveal the crimes
of the Intelligence and Security agencies and Military divisions protecting themselves ﴾they
think﴿ with Classifications as Black Operations/Blackest of Black/Super Clandestine/Never to
Be Revealed/Ooh La La National Security! in running cruel and barbaric ﴾which makes it
COMPLETELY ILLEGAL﴿ targeting and persecution programs on the populace using
stealth Spectrum Weapons and social harassment seem to be working hand in hand with
the selfsame agency criminals, and helping stall all disclosure, support, and redress for years
and years—permitting the crimes to continue.

Stealth Weapons the IC and Military Use Include
Celltowers, WBANs, and BCI implants

CELLTOWERS AND PRECISION EMF WEAPONS, 5g, 4g, HIGH
POWERED MICROWAVE WEAPONS, PORTABLE MANPADS CARRIED IN
PICKUPS, TRUCKS, AND VANS, STORED IN ATTICS AND BASEMENTS,
DRONES AND SATELLITES, SMALL SONIC DEVICES HELD IN HAND
ARE USED TO TARGET PEOPLE ALL OVER THE PLANET TODAY
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DARPA IS CURRENTLY SURFACING PROGRAMS TESTED, TRIED OUT,
AND USED TO TORTURE THOUSANDS OF FBIWATCHLISTED VICTIMS,

NONCONSENSUALLY, IN SECRET, FOR DECADES, DISMISSED IN
MAINSTREAM MEDIA AS “TARGETED INDIVIDUALS”
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NEURALINK HAS RECENTLY REVEALED IT TORTURES MONKEYS
EXTREMELY. WHAT ELON MUSK HAS NOT REVEALED IS NEURALINK

HAS BEEN TORTURING HUMANS TOO—THEY’RE JUST HIDDEN BEHIND
THE BLACK OPS VEIL THE CIA, DARPA, NSA, NAVY AND CO USE, SO HE
THINKS IT’S OK TO KEEP THIS NONCONSENSUAL USE OF PEOPLE’S
BRAINS AND IP THEFT HIDDEN. #COMECLEANELONMUSK! | Image:

ZachDrewShow

Targets and Whistleblowers
Do NSA Whistleblowers engage in targeting others, assisting the NSA and FBI in doing so?
Yes, as a matter of fact. Several of them.

Most potently the one currently hitting alt‐media airwaves, purporting to reveal the crimes
of the fusion centers—while engaging in them herself: Karen Stewart, who calls herself a
NSA Whitehat. ﴾Please read the article.﴿

﴾There are no Whitehats in Black Ops, sorry, NSA!﴿ There’s WhiteWASH, for sure.

Is there a CIA‐Mockingbird Operation in alt‐media?

It seems to me the alt‐media supporting this NSA targeter of journalists, whistleblowers,
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and activists reveal themselves in her trail as part of the very same #MockOp CIA‐hold‐on‐
Media operation, just extended out now into the “truth community” and alt‐media world,
which seems to operate in layers and layers of stealth‐IC ﴾intelligence community﴿
propping‐up and support.

[Recently, as I recall, this has been Sons of Liberty Media, Alfred Webre, and the Stew Peters
Show. Karen Stewart has also published at Activist Post—which has refused my articles in
the past, but will readily publish a very publicly‐nasty “NSA Whistleblower” playing both
sides.]

Playing both sides is the CIA’s #MockOp game after all, as it is the MO of the Freemasons,
Luciferians, Rothschilds, Venetians and other at‐large terrorists.

What a concept! You can be the criminal and the copper both, rushing about with your fire
bombs one day, your magnifying glass and handcuffs the next.

This in fact is what the Intelligence agencies are practicing all over the place. Pretending to
be investigators of crime ﴾FBI﴿ and seekers of truth ﴾CIA﴿ while employing criminals to
commit or provoke crime, riots, arson, you name it, then virtuously hiding their actions
behind “Sources and Methods,” “Plausible Deniability,” “National Security,” and, in public, to
Congress: Lies, lies, and more lies.

The history of catastrophes and false flags both in this country is rife with evidence of FBI,
CIA, ATF, NSA creation of crime, and execution of crime. Journalists and whistleblowers who
have spoken of the CIA’s criminal hold on media or the evidence of agency crime have
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been killed: Gary Webb, Michael Hastings, Udo Ulfkotte, Frank Olson, William Colby.

Cody Snodgres, whistleblowing that he was offered a bribe by CIA‐FBI to blow up the
Oklahoma Alfred P. Murray building that Timothy McVeigh was eventually implicated in,
was nearly killed in retaliation assaults on his life ﴾see his interviews with Ole Dammegard,
also his 2018 interview with me, where he spoke more about Psychic Weapons, Mind
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Control, and Targeting: Report #40: Interview with Cody Snodgres ﴿.

Image: Screenshot, Ole Dammegard’s site

Disclosure on DOD, DOJ, CIA High‐Tech Targeting of
Americans Disappeared by Defamation Campaigns in Media
and Social Media
Defamation and Smear Campaigns, next to In‐house Gatekeeping, are the most used tool
of the Counter Intel Secrecy‐is‐our‐God‐so‐we‐can‐commit‐crime crowd in curtailing
disclosure of their crimes, and it appears NSA Whistleblowers like Karen Stewart have been
well‐groomed in this Psy Op technique, for she has certainly excelled at it.
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WHEN AN NSA WHISTLEBLOWER BECOMES AN NSA DEFAMER, I
RATHER THINK THE NSA IS QUITE ENTANGLED IN THAT EQUATION

I have reported recently how her extensive defamation campaign against my name and
work as a journalist has been timed directly around the release of two major reports
revealing the DOD’s and DOJ’s hand in developing and operating Stealth Spectrum
Weapons—EMF and ultrasonic weapons—and neuroweapons on the American public.

These two reports remain highly significant, and detail the collusive operation of deadly
Spectrum Weapons on the streets of America in weapons‐testing, training, and neuro‐
experimentation operations by security agency, military, and intelligence agency
contractors employing the labels of Electronic Surveillance, Technical Surveillance, Counter‐
Terrorism, Community Policing, Peace Enforcement, and Countering Violent Extremism
while burning, boiling, vibrating, physically destroying, sleep‐depriving, overheating,
tormenting and persecuting their targets in their homes and out 24/7 with infra‐red,
millimeter wave, microwave, acoustic weapons coupled with RFID/nanotech/BCI implants—
the essence of targeting which thousands being mauled to death by this over‐reaching,
abusive, and sadistic species—masquerading as legitimate, virtuous, “Public‐Safety”
contractors—are reporting today:

Documentary Evidence of Covert Electronic‐Weapon and Neurotechnology Use By US
Government on Americans Series ﴾2﴿ The Limited Effects Technology ﴾LET﴿ Program Report |
JPSG, OOTW/LE Programs, 1996

Public Disclosure of Anti‐Personnel DEWs and Neuroweapons ﴾Non‐Lethal/Limited Effect
Wpns, EMF Spectrum Wpns﴿ Being Used, Covertly but Definitively, Illegitimately, and
Inhumanely, by US, UK, All Govts Worldwide on People

Sadism, Barbarism, Venality, Atrocity, Extreme
Relentless Abuse, Inhumane, Unethical, and
Profoundly Amoral: Run today by NSA, FBI, DHS,
CIA, Police as “Public Safety” Counter‐Terrorism
Under cover of Surveillance and Public Safety “deterrence,” the NSA, FBI, DHS, fusion
centers, State Police and local police are committing massive acts of outright criminality and
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extreme atrocity on people, using minions and proxies: their contractors.

In their shadows, with their cover as in fact double cover, the CIA is also operating, running
its MK Ultra, Artichoke, Mohawk total‐mind‐invasion and other atrocities on the populace,
coagulating in neighborhoods in fusion houses, using “Ubiquitous Technical Surveillance” as
its cover for Neuro Surveillance, Neuro Monitoring—and hey, let’s not forget Neuro
Modification ﴾confessed to publicly without remorse by Dr. James Giordano﴿.

DR. JAMES GIORDANO, SELECT FRONTMAN FOR DOD/CIA, ALSO
OCCUPYING A HIGHLY QUESTIONABLE POST AS NEUROETHICS CHIEF

AT GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY.

No contest here: the CIA is engaging in outright criminality and extreme atrocity as well,
extra scoops and splashes of it, just as much as the FBI, NSA, DHS et al—the Black Ops
advantage is they have layers and layers of Cover.

No‐one’s to know, right? Only those hard‐core terrorists the FBI’s “investigating” are being
fed to the CIA for Brain‐Devouring and Body‐Beating?

Nope.

The victims know. Those assaulting them 24/7 for Trauma‐nonstop‐to‐facilitate‐neural‐
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network‐mapping know.

Every agency and agency head knows what it’s doing—and needs to clean up its act.

And the FBI knows who it’s targeting: not criminals, not terrorists, but people with
consciousness.

Although No Part of what is being done to those targeted by these insider‐criminals is
remotely acceptable—and should not be permitted on Anyone, even if hard‐core terrorists.
﴾And the fact is, there are no terrorists here—there are a lot of people with brains though,
that the CIA and DOD want to cannibalize.﴿
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Used to Be MK ULTRA Made People Seriously
Outraged; Now the CIA Runs MK ULTRA All Over the
Place—Deadly Brain Experiments—Permitted by the
Senate Committees, Office of Human Rights
Protections, and the President’s Bioethical
Commission
“Ubiquitous Technical Surveillance” a term which needs some researching seems to refer to
the Always‐on Full‐Spectrum‐Surveillance that the Control‐fiend Security State has built in
every country now, but I suspect it also refers to Neuro Surveillance—which every country
may well be running currently too.

Full‐Spectrum‐Surveillance for sure includes microwave, milliwave, infra‐red sensors and
weaponology as discussed in DARPA’s Limited‐Effects Technology program report and
analyzed in my report on this document ﴾linked above.﴿

TENDER INTERLUDE FOR PROMISE OF CONTINUED COVER FROM THE NEW CIA
DIRECTOR
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WILLIAM BURNS, CURRENT CIA DIRECTOR, RESPONDING TO SELECT
COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE QUESTIONS ON HIS NOMINATION

BEING SUPER CAREFUL THROUGHOUT TO BE AN YES YES YESMAN.
NOTE THAT HERE HE MENTIONS “SMARTER TECHNOLOGY”—NEVER

WILL THE CIA ACTUALLY CONFESS TO USING COVERT RFID
IMPLANTS, BCICBI IMPLANTS, BUGS EVERYWHERE, AND NANOTECH
(although they should): THAT’S THEIR SMART TECHNOLOGY, WHICH

THEY’BE BEEN USING FOR DECADES, JUST LIKE DARPA, US NAVY, US
AIRFORCE, DIA AND PROBABLY OTHERS. (THERE’S MORE, AND IT’S
ALL ABOUT EEG CLONING AND EEG HETERODYNING WHICH THE

NAVY, DOD KNOW ABOUT TOO—REVEALED BY DR. ROBERT DUNCAN,
RICHARD ALAN MILLER ET AL)
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The CIA in fact has gotten completely brazen about its Black Ops powers and is running its
“Behavior Modification” ops in broad daylight—or early night—flashing its Photic‐Flicker
strings of lights ﴾in this writer’s neighborhood﴿ on neighbors’ fences, porches, decks and
yards, echo‐stalking in brightly‐colored cars, laying its Psy Ops accoutrements scattered
about in driveways, gardens, walkways, trails for all to see, and of course running its Media
Mockery and Neuro Linguistic Programming blatantly on radio and TV, not just through its
HUMINT operatives—who also appear as infiltrators and leaders on victim support groups
and lists, as discussed in The Hidden Hand…

HUMINT—Human Intelligence or devouring humans wholesale through their brains—in
fact is apparently a particular fascination with the CIA, which shields its decades of horrific
abuse of people and children in straitjackets and head‐holds, waterboarding and sensory
deprivation, rendition and beating up in foreign jails in clever language designed to
obfuscate—"a broad foundation of operational, technical, and analytic expertise”— as it
assumes a new role of chief of all the HUMINT gathering agencies in the US, with the new
Director of the CIA promising to “guide the clandestine community and HUMINT
community” tenderly toward complete control of American brains and behavior, using all
the emerging bio‐technologies at DARPA’s disposal:
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FACT: Fusion Centers and Police are Using Psychotronic
weapons, Neuroweapons, Active Denial 5G weapons,
Microwave Weapons, Sound Weapons
Meanwhile police stations and Sheriff’s offices, FBI, and DHS have been perfecting the art of
sneaking deadly weapons into the street without public disclosure, or, if any, in the most
scattered, random, seemingly unconnected fashion—so people wouldn’t notice they were
being grilled to death or pulsed to death or vibrated to death, presumably.

NOT AN ACOUSTIC DEVICE AS FIRST REPORTED BUT A MILITARY
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NOT AN ACOUSTIC DEVICE AS FIRST REPORTED BUT A MILITARY
LONG RANGE ACTIVE DENIAL SYSTEM USING MILLIMETER WAVES
WHICH CAUSED RADIATION BURNS, NAUSEA AND HEADACHES IN

HUNDREDS OF PROTESTERS AT CANBERRA RECENTLY

Excerpt, from The Hidden Hand…:

Here is the Mass Fusion Center Chief’s refusal to identify what weapons he is using on
the street, saying he is protecting Public Safety in doing so. ﴾Beyond laughable.﴿ And
here is a California police chief ruminating on the use of neuroweapons and
psychotronic weapons in crisis negotiation and in Crowd Control. A note on Facebook
reveals a police officer in Dixie, California revealing information on a sound weapon he
had to put people to sleep. We have all seen the active‐denial microwave weapons being
used in Canberra recently. And here is the Dutch secretary speaking of 5‐G weapons—
Active Denial—for crowd‐control while an EU document talks about neuroweapons for
Crowd Control.

Screenshot from Facebook on Sound Weapons in Police Departments;
The testing referred to here is exactly what is reported in the DARPA LET

Program Report, testing by DOJ of military “nonlethal” weapons

Police in US cities and counties and States, as also in the UK and Europe and Australia are
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heavily Freemasonic. Not operating therefore as keepers of the law and keepers of the
peace, but keepers of crime and silent atrocity with electronic weapons. For their Satanic
bosses and Grand Masters of lodges.

The Fallout from Running Smear and Lie Campaigns
on a Journalist Reporting National Security Crime by
National Security Criminals? Obfuscation of the
Issue, Disappearance of the Crime
There’s a threefold fallout I think from such smear campaigns as Karen Stewart has run:

One, actual victims of these crimes who have looked up to her as a NSA Whistleblower, still
desperate to align with her and have her speak for them as victims in a heroless landscape,
group themselves around her in sycophantic fashion—permitting her to run amuck with
beyond‐venal smear‐and‐lie campaigns: this has happened;

two, observers from the outside, in alt‐media and true‐media, unclear on Intel infiltration
and sabotage, imagine this is “in‐fighting” and waste time and energy on advice to “unify,”
hopelessly trusting the saboteur and failing to notice the major journalistic disclosure that
has occurred: this too has happened;

and three, the actual work of journalism, discovery, and reportage of declassified
documents which offers documented proof of these incredible, targeted assaults on
people with deadly new electromagnetic/Spectrum weapons and neuroweapons,
evidence of government crimes—couched in the language of military progress—is
completely sidelined and lost.
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In fact, that loss permits mainstream media—already lying about these crimes—to continue
lying, calling reporting victims “Mentally Ill” and delusional, schizoid, paranoid,
schizophrenic—when documents exist, proving the existence and use of these
weapons, which have been published, and anyone can challenge the New York Times
now, or the Washington Post, or Vice, or Wired, or Daily Beast, pointing to these
declassified documents—yet nobody knows about them ﴾but very few who read my
articles﴿, because that journalism has been disappeared.

That’s the fallout—and the reason I wrote this second post on this subject.

The declassified US Govt, Military, DOJ documents and NATO documents anyone needs to
prove that these crimes are not the fictions of unstable imaginations, and that yes, indeed it
is true, your neighbors, some of them, are employed mercenaries using Stealth
Weapons—including neuroweapons—on you in your own home, can be found in those
two reports of mine, linked above, please share those two reports in particular widely, for
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the protection of all reporting victims—from screaming Mental‐Health ambulances, Psych
Ward Commits, disbelieving spouses, and mind‐controlled family‐members keen to commit
their own relative on basis of Collusive/Co‐opted Police/Psych lies—and for the bringing‐
down of this most noxious “Public‐Safety” government enterprise, which is executing
crimes against humanity on a massive scale—while being paid handsomely for it.

Also see the first report in that series:

Documentary Evidence since 1994 of Covert High‐Tech Electronic‐Weapon and
Neurotechnology Use in Targeted Surveillance, Experimentation, Operations by US
Government on Americans: ﴾1﴿ The DOD/DOJ Memorandum of Understanding on
OOTW/LE, 1994

The public discussion on Non‐Lethal Weapons and Neuroweapons has not happened yet—
and that is by most nefarious design.

But it is precisely these weapons which are bringing in the Globalist Totalitarian Fascist
Order into our neighborhoods—and these weapons and their use and abuse by the
“National Security State” which need to be exposed, publicly discussed, and publicly
addressed.
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